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Abs tract
We present a computationally efficient scheme for multiple source location
estimation based on the EM Algorithm. The proposed scheme is optimal in the
sense that it converges iteratively to the exact Maximum Likelihood estimate
of all the unknown parameters simultaneously. The method can be applied to a
wide range of problems arising in signal and array processing.
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I. Introduction
The Maximuin Likelihood (ML) method is widely regarded as the optimal
procedure in parameter estimation. However. when applied to problems involving
compos i te signa 1 s and a 1 arge number of parameters. the ML method tends to be
computationally complex and time consuming. As an example. consider the
prób 1 em of mul ti pl e source location estimation by signal observations us i n9 an
array of spatially distributed sensors. The received signals are composed of the
contributions from the various :signal sources. observed in the presence of
additive noises. The ML estimate of the various source location parameters
jointly requires the solution of a complicated. non-linear optimization problem
in several unknowns. Problems of that nature frequently arise in time series
analysis. array processing. radar/sonar. acoustical and geophysical signal
process i n9.
In thi s report we develop a computationally efficient scheme for parameter
estimation of composite signals. based on the EM algorithm. The proposed scheme is
optimal in the sense that it converges iteratively to the exact ML estimate of
all the unknown parameters simultaneously.
II. Maximum Likelihood Estimation and the EM Algorithm
Let Y denote the data vector possessing the probability density Iy (~j~)
indexed by the parameter vector G ~ Ð. Q is a subset of the Euc 1 i deanÂ
K-space. Given an observed':. the ML estimate ~NL is the value of B
that maximizes the log-likelihood. that is
¡1 A)/ tOj f l (ij; i) -- ¡14k
f~Ð
(1 )
Suppose the data vector ~ can be vi ewed as be1 n9 i ncomp 1 ete. and we can
specify some "complete" data' X related to Y by:
- -
H (X) = y
- -
(2 )
where ~ (.) is a non-invertable (many-to-one) transformation. In the multiple
source location problem. the Icompletel data could be the observation of the
various source signals separately. where the observed (incomplete) data is
the sum of the signal contributions from the various sources.
The EM algorithm is directed at finding the solution to (l)¡ however. it does
so by making an essential use of the complete data specification.
is basically an iterative method. It starts with an initial guess
let (;1"''',) be defined inductively by :
The a 1 gori thm
p ID)s and
/' A'l E (tOdl~ (l; i)/J=!1) tn,)j
l;
) G (V1tl ) (3 )
-
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where I X fL.;' i) is the probabi 1 ity density of t ,and f r- /!: '1)' t M i 3
denotes the conditional expectation given ~. computed using the parameter
value !(~). The heuristic idea here is that we would like to choose () that
maximizes é'0:J Ixl'tj !!) ,the log-likelihood of the complete data.
However. since - ¡OJ ltft.) It) is not available to us (because
the complete data is not available). we maximize instead its expectation, given
the observed data ~. Since we have used the current estimate P'I') rather
than the actual value of ~ which is unknown. the conditional expectation is
-
not exact. Thus. the algorithm iterates. using each new parameter estimate to
improve the conditional expectation on the next iteration cycle and thus to
improve the next parameter estimate.
The EM a 1 gori thm was fi rst presented in (1). where it is shown that
under the usual regularity conditions. the algorithm converges to the desired
result. that is &1..) ~ !ftL. . where each iteration increases the
likelihood. The basic considerations leading to the EM algorithm (Eq.(3)) are
outlined in Appendix A for the convenience of the reader. The rate of
convergence of the algorithm is exponential, depending on the fraction of the
covariance of the IIcompletell data that can be predicted using the observed
da ta . I f that fracti on is small, the rate of convergence tends
to be slow. in which case one could use standard numerical methods to accelerate
-4-
unaffected by the way in which Hr.) is specified (i .e.. the choice of IIcomplete
data). However, the choice of 1- (4) may critically affect the complexity and
rate of convergence of the algorithm. and the unfortunate choice of H (.) may'
yield a completely useless algorithm.
We shall proceed as follows: First we develop the ,EM algorithm for the
Linear-Gaussian case. This case covers a wide range of appl ications~ _Then we
'shQw that for the class of problems of interest here. there is a natural choice of
the IIcompletell data, leading to a surprisingly simple algorithm to extract the
ML es t inia tes .
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where r'?/) ~ E r 't It:" '1 j g("' 1 and ':("k E f l ~11: ~ j P(M)J.
Since X and Yare jointly Gaussian. these conditional expectations
- -
are readily available in the literature (e.g. (2) . Chap. 5):
'¡ (y,) l
- ;: ~ (j(M))1rf./("'I) :1- Hi;; (l('l)) J (7)
"t(vt) = fT- r(!/~f))'H7A (t''l))'' l("ii tl'lJ. ( 8)
where r is the identity matrix, and rfi) is the IIKalman Gainll
defi ned by:
r(t) = .I/~)HtlfH~(~)/-llli-1 (9 )
The EM algorithm is completely specified by Eqs. (6) - (9); the algorithm
iterates between calculating ¥''') and "PIVI) and maximizing the
expression in (6) with respect to i . where each iteration increases the
1 i.kel i hood. We observe that E r to) (X 11; , )/1.: fj ! f~j' (Eq. (6)) and
ItJJ Ix (!j,~) (Eq. (5)) have the-same dependence on j. Maximizing
E -r l"J IX (tj !i)//: t J ,#'ii) 1 with respect to f is the.
same as maximiz;;-g CJIJJlix (!-.)'~) with respect to € . Hence, the EM
algorithm essentially req~res the ML solution in the ~ model which might
be significantly .simple~ than the direct ML solution in ~he Y '~odel.
-
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iv. Application to Signal Processing
Let the n~thematical model characterizing the observed signal(s)
be gi ven by
C1(t)= 1(ij~)+ l/ft) 7i ~ t ~ Tr (10. i)
where 2lijì) are the vector signals received fn the absence of noise.
We sha 11 be concerned with ~ Itj 1) composed of
j It)~) Ie= :2 ~i(tj~lc)
~~I II
.(0.2)
where §, is the parameter vector associated with the ¿ signal
component. The specific problem we have in mind is multiple source location
estimation. in which case the 11a Itj ile ) are the array signals
received from the ~ source. and ~l are the corresponding source
location parameters (bearing and range. velocity components. etc.)
In addition. the model given by (10) covers a wide range of problems arising
in array and signal processing.
We shall now consider the joint estimation of the various ii for the
case of deterministic signals and for the case of stochastic Gaussian signals
separately.
A. Oetermin~stic Signals
Consider the model of (10) under the following assumptions:
_ The Q~ It) tl,) are conditionally known to the observer (i .e. ·
given ,~~ ..wecanconstruct ~Jilt;'i~) ).
~ (t) are vector zero-mean white Gaussian stochastic processes
whose covariance matrix is E (!fIt) '! *"/¿)1:: 9' ¡ (t -4) )
where 9 is a constant matrix and rrr) is the impulse function.
,
~
I
l
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Under the above assumptions. the log-likelihood function is given by
TrI ~ (K H .., f(10:JtY /1j tj):;~ - ¡) £':(-0- L ~~ (lj ~¡,)1 9 ( !gH)-! g, (t j s,)1 dtf.' 1=1 ~=it ( 11)
where," is a normalizing constant. The result in (ll) is a straightforward
mul ti-channel extension of the known (deterministic) signal in a white Gaussian
noise problem ( (3) . Chap. 4). In case we are given only a discrete set of
observations 'jltj) i,;;1) 1)... N . the log-likelihood is still given by
(ii). where the integral over t 1 s repl aced by the sum over the t.) 4 .
Thus, the joint ML estimation of the various §A J~ is obtained as the solution to:
MI", J Jl~/t). £1, rtj p¡.)i"9f:rtJ- r~~ It) f/i)jJt-1
& f:~ t1 1 T~ iz=i ~::/
-I) _).. - ~k
.-.A A;; ff ~ ~ J . . - §Ic (12)
In the case of discrete observations. the corresponding optimization problem is:
r N It "* -4 ji 1M1lo ¡r~/L)"I ~A (ii. i,JJ9 f ~/t¡)- ~~, (i~j ~k )Jdt/,:1 ~:I fe i~ V f) .
_I) _z J - .. _ ~ /I.l A
) it J g.l J - - - f K
(13 )
In either case. the ML method calls for the optimization of the log-likelihood
function with respect to all the Æk)~ jointly. Of course. brute force can
always be used to solve the problem. evaluating the objective function on a coarse
grid to roughly locate the global minimum. and then applying the Gauss method or
Newton-Raphson or some other iterative gradient-search algorithm. However. when
applied to the problem at hand. these methods tend to be very complex and
¡J
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computationally time consuming.
Having the EM algorithm in mind. we would like to simplify the optimization
problem associated with the direct ML approach. To apply the algorithm to the
problem at hand. the first step is to specify the IIcomplete- data. A natural
choice of the "completell data is obtained by decomposing I1lt) into
K
~/l) = r 't,ft)
~,
where
ik It):. .2, Itj !lJ.J t 'n¡, It)
and the !:it Ii:) are chosen to be mutually uncorrelated. zero-mean Gaussian
vector stochastic processes satisfying
K
I ~klt)::
¿=¡
14/~ )
-
(14.1 )
(14.2)
(14.3)
Let the complete data LIt) be composed of the various ~~ It) J~ . Then
from (14.1), the relation between the "completell data and the observed (incomplete)
data is given by
Ylt)= H.'tlt)
where
H~' L r ¡ Ii - - - ! i J
~-- ---y- --,---l
k terms
I
¡d
(15.1)
(15.2)
l
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Since the. "completell data is Gaussian. and the relation between tIt) and
~/t) is linear, the results developed for the Linear-Gaussian case can be
-
applied here. The detailed derivation is given in Appendix B. The resulting
algorithm is:
E-step For k: fii~ ...K . compute:
(~l I ~
l , It) · J, (t j i (l") ) + ¡Jk ~ (t ) - r ~,( 1: j i 1") ) J/I :, fè (16.1 )
M-step For '~1~1~... k'
7fM J i \/ ,..) '* - ,f"IVI Ti.' tit 1+)- Jl/t)i~)j 9 fir')/n-j~tt)£.)Jdi
~/t
. II (l"tl)
-It
(16.2)
where the PJ/~ are real-valued positive scalars satisfying
k'
:2 ß. : 1
11 zl
(16.3)
In the discrete data case, the algorithm takes the form:
E-step Compute:
~
l/Vll/(,) rJ¡,) = :2k/t:;~;"'J)+f,f~(í.)- i.l,/tij~t"))
" -/
(17.1)
M-s tep
M ,'V1
Pk
~ (, f:), li -fr fYl) J Nii)t- ii/t;.). t¡, ) -1~ It~j ~J,)) (' 'i~ (i;¡)-11./l;.j ~Ii) -- ~k (17.2)"~I
The optimizatio~ required by (16.2) is. in fact. the optimization problem
associated with the ML estimation of the iÁ given separate observations
of the j ir (t j !t ¡. ) An entirely parallel statement can be made with respect
rto the optimization required by (17.2). Thus. the algorithm decouples the
optimi za t ion associ ated with the direct ML approach into the K separate ML
optimizations as illustrated in Fig. 1.Hence. the complexity of the algorithm is
compl etely unaffected by the assumed number of signal components. As K
increases. we have to increase the number of ML processors in parallel¡ however.
each processor is maximized separately. Since the algorithm is based on the
EM method. it must converge to the exact ML estimate of the various
simultaneously. where each iteration increases the likelihood.
e J j
-l
We no te tha t the ¡i,) ~ must satisfy the constraint (16.3). but otherwise
they are arbitrary free variables in the algorithm. The choice of the P, Jj does
not affect the value of the final estimates; however. they can be used to control
the rate of convergence of the algorithm.
Gaussian Signals
Consider the model of (10) under the following assumptions:
- The 1L(t fJ/) ~:"/ZJ'.-"
_~ j _ Il are mutually uncorrelated.
wide sense stationary (WSS). zero-mean Gaussian vector stochastic processes
wHh the spectral density matricies S~.(CAj j¡,) '=1,2)".. k' respectively.
??/l) is uncorrelated. WSS. zero-mean and Gaussian with the spectral
density matrix lV(l-) .
If the observation interval T. Tf - T¿' is long compared with the correlation
time (inverse bandwidth) of the signals and the noises. the log-likelihood is
..
given by (see Appendix C)
(Od Iy/~j!l) = -¿ rio) ¡l.tP(t.t~ ~)",Y/:l)J?1W(ji)l(w()1
- l (18. i)
where
;)
l,
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. l (fJt ) ::
ìf
-l j Y (t) e - jWt t ~ t
ff -
T~
/
~, '2Tít
'-'l - -
- T'
(18.2)
and
~
prW j t);; L S~ (t.j !A) t N(~)
J:i
(18.3)
The su~nation in (18.1) is carried over all cJ( in the signal frequency band.
In the case of discrete observations '1¿ ~ i.(¿.At) . the log-likelihood
is still given by (18.1). where fYtttl)J,:: Wt:;"IIN are the discrete
Fourier transform (OFT) of (Y¡j.N-I J and D(w')' f)) is given by(~ p~ .i-
(18.3), where SIl(WjPI,) is the spectral matrix of the corresponding sampled
signal, and N(w) is the spectral matrix of the sampled noise. Thus. in
either case, the joint ML estimation of the various J?N Jj is obtained as the
solution to:
p. ~ l '" . r ¡ r t03 dd frcJlj lJ) l- Y(¡)t) P¡'~tj!) yrW() 1 J
, J) - - - &v
- J - _li A A ""
-~p¡)~l.J-.- tic (19)
Thus, as in the deterministic signal case. the direct ML approach requires
the joi nt optimi zation of the objective function with respect to all the §k)1.
Using the EM method. we would like to simplify the required optimization.
Using the same definition for the "complete" data as in the deterministic signal
case (Eq.(14)) and applying the results developed for the Linear-Gaussian case,
we obta in .the fall owi ng al gori thm:
r
-13-
jE-S tep Compu te :
- ,
'l/Vl(~() = ß" (iJ() ~'¡))II - p(w)(j tr..,) Bi (£.tji~h))J"
_I ll-I
t ßk (w(; ~t')) P (we j t(YlI) Y(¡J( )l(iJl) pltJ/j j'-ijB¿ (~( j t/"') (20.1)
M-steR
~I'" '7 ftùj det ß¿ (W(j iÁ). fii (ß/t.j tÁ) r¡1wl))) ~ ~r"'l
-il
( 20 . 2 )
where we defi ne
ß J¡ (w j ri -l) .; S" (i.j lt Ii) l l3l . II (f.)
(20.3)
and the (3/. 1-1 are arbitrary real-valued scalars satisfying the condition
(16.3). The detailed considerations leading to Eq.(20) are given in Appendix D.
Perhaps the most striking feature of the algorithm is that it decouples the
complex optimization associated with the direct ML approach into the ~ ,separate
ML optimizations as illustrated in Fig. L Thus. as in the detenninistic
signal case, we obtain a considerable simplification in estimator structure and
, computa ti,ons.
Example: Mul tiple Source Location Estimation
The basic system of interest here consists of several spatially distributed
signal sources and an array.of several spatially distributed sensors. The observed
signals can be modelled using (10). where ~~(t)£,)are the array signals received
-14-
from the k so.urce. and!k are the source location parameters (~earing
and range, velocity components. etc.). Using the proposed scheme (Fig. I),
we obtain the exact ML estimates of the various source location parameters.
while circ~inventing the complex multiple parameter optimization associated
with the direct ML approach. For more details we refer the interested reader
to i4i and l5). To simplify the example. we have considered the following
situation:
_ The array consists of 10 co-l i near and evenly spaced sensors. The observed
data consists of 100 time samples at each sensor output.
_ There are three far-field sources at bearingS 0..0.15 and 0.3 radians,
measured relative to the Boresight direction. Each source radiates a
triangular pulse whose power (energy per sample) is normalized to 1, and
whose duration is 20 time points.
_ The additive noises are uncorrelated from sensor to sensor with the same
spectral level of 0.5 (that is. the post-integration SNR per channel is
approximately 16 db).
We have also assumed that /íl./U'4.t.~ /0. where At is the sampling period,
AL is the spaci ng between adjacent sensors. and U is the velocity of
propagation in the medium. The problem is to estimate the various source bearings
simul taneously.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the conventional beam.former output as a function of
bearing. As we can,see, the standard method cannot resolve the various sources.
In Fig. 3 we have plotted the outcome using our algorithm. We clearly see that
after about 5 iterations. the algorithm essentially converges to the true bearings,
and the three sources are resol ved correctly.
-15-
v. Conclusions
We have presented a computationa'ly efficient scheme for parameter estimation
of composite signals based on the EM algorithm. The proposed scheme is optimal in
the sense that it converges iteratively to the exact Maximum Li kel i hood estjmate
of all the unknown parameters simultaneously. The method 'can be applied to a
wide range of problems arising in signal and array processing.
-16-
Append i x A The EM A 1 gori thm
Let H(~): X where H (.) is a non-invertable (many-to-one) transformation.
Express dens i ti es
l't (!! j ~) = f y (t-/ft)j!t). IX IY: q(t.jP)
~ 1I --
(A. i)
Taking the logarithm on both sides of (A.1). we obtain
fa) /y (H(l~!!) = lf)J (1 (~j i) -tv) &IY::1 (~; y) (A .2)
Denote ij': 1- (~)and taking conditional expectations given Y: ': for a
- .. -
parameter va 1 ue (;' . we obta in
-
/ U 1 ! (~. tf) :" F r /P1 j (t' ii) /1= 'd' l:'l -~ y or) - (j r/ /5 ') - . -)-
- Er1o;hIJ=:f (i;'i)/I:jj!'J: Ufy¡t')- V(f1tl)
(A .3)
Invoking the Jensen's inequality. we have that Vf!¡tJ)! V( §; 111) "Hence
u (t) ~/)~ U lfJ' &/)
-)- -)- ') /¡)/ Ir (1j!) ;: ~J Ii (~j1'l (A.4 )
Eq.(A.4) forms the basis to the EM algorithm. The algorithm starts with an
init.il guess fJIIJ). and let l;(IItl)be defined inductively by
- .-
M (,)l U (Pi £'"))
fI
-
). OIHt/), - (A. 5)
-17-
Eqs. (A.5) and (3) are identical. We note that since §rll") is the value
of !! that maximizes l)(£~ ~'Wl) . then according to (A.4). each iteration
of the algorithm increases the value of l~ fr l'jj Il).
-18-
Append i x B. Derivation of Eq.(16)
The "complete" data 'i (i) is given by
"I (~I lf' 'lt)
't (t) = X, It),' t, (t),' . . . ,. 1 ~ (t)
where the 'i ~ (t) are given by (14.2). rewri tten here for reference
1, It) = ~.It; ~¡,)+ ?J. It)
The ~Á (t) are chosen to be statistically independent. zero-mean and
Gauss ian wi th the covariance E ( !fA It) !:l.*(4) 1 r: 9,. r (t-¿.) J
where 9,: pi,. 9 . The iJ¿tt) are. therefore. mutually independent and
hence. following the usual considerstions (l3) . Chap. 4). we obtain
tOJ Ix (tj sl) ~ t (()J (y (~6 j ~¡, )
_ Is' tJk
" Tf ,
:; .. - Z f ft,li)-~¡,lt;¥~)J*9¡ ri~lt)-j,tij ~¡.)JJt
J,=i T~
Thus.
E (to 1.1 (Y' c. ) / y:, il . t; (Y1 I J =r.I'X ")- - -J-
-
(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)
" Tr
, ~ ( I'M) lf -I (M i J (B 4)
:. -c - L ) r~~ (1) - ~k ftj t¡,)J 9/& ri, It).. J~ (tj!ia ))lIt' .
J-=i T~
where ~I contains all the terms that are independent of £. The C~)(t:)
V('il.
are the components of. C It). to be computed from
ù~~,
-19-
'lI")rt): E r llt)/ /-I.t/t) = :11.¿)J j'M) J (B. 5)
Using Eq.(7) in (B.4) and following some straightforward matrix manipulations.
we obtain (16.1). Now, since~. enters the right side of (B.4) only through the
~ term in the 'sum. the joint maximization of (B.3) with respect to the various
& '1
-, decouples into the ~ separate optimizations as suggested by (16.2).
-20-
Appendix c. Derivation of Eq. (18)
L"et the data vector Y be denerated by Fourier analyzing 'llt)t that is
:l ~ "
y = (Y("' ): Y'" I_ _ w, , _ (l.~) : _ . _ ) (C.l)
where th(~ Y ((,t) are defi ned by (18.2). Si nee :tIt) is Gauss ian ..and the
y(~)~) are obtained by perfonning linear operations on ':It). then the
)((~l) ilre jointly Gaussian. Since both signals and noises are assumed to be WSS.
then for observation interval ir long compared with the correlation time of
the signals and the noisest the Y(W() are mutually uncorrelated (and thus.
in the Gaussian case. statistically independent) with the covariance matrix given by
E ( Y 1t.() Y rcl) J :: p(l¡lj i ) (C .2)
where r(,+ j!) is defined by (18.2). It follows that
'¥' .. l1 - Y(i.t)f(l-(jt)'f(t.l)
~tt p(~(ji) eI (~. iJ ):; 7TY -)- I (C.3 )
Taking the logarithm on both sides of (C.3) immediately yields (18.1).
-¿.L-
Append i x o. Qerivation of Eq.(20)
Let the "compl ete" data X be generated by Fourier analyzing the various
'! A (t) , tha tis
X ('I 'l )' 'r i , ll , ll , ll i ~ , )_ :, _,(W, " ~i('-,)/~. ./t~(c.,)~ :!(WI),'¥i(VZ):' ..."t/iJ¡),'._.,L.-- Y j l V--.----.--------"...
where (f (wi) ~ ((Ñ~ )
Tf
.. J \/ ll)e -JtAet litff ~,
Ti'
(0.1)
l./a (vl, ) -= (0.2)
and 'l/&ft) are given by (14.2). rewritten here for reference
taft) = Jf¡(ij¡,) +~~/t) (0.3)
The ~~ (t) are chosen to be statistically independent, zero-mean and
Gaussian with the spectral density matrix ~(i,):,,'lI(fÑ). Since the
2.ltj s¡,) are assumed to be statistically independent. then the t, fC;) are
statistically independent. in which case ~ (we) and ¥.,~ll-,.) are statistically
independent whenever ¿ ~ ~ . Furthermore. for long observation interval sand
WSS processes. the '!,(i.t) at different frequencies are stati'stically uncorrelated
(and thus independent) with the covariance matrix
F (tit (W() i¡(~() 1 = B, (eve j t. ) (0.4 )
where BA rw j !!k) is defi ned by (20.3). It follows that
~,
-22-
k ll .of
I)l (Yj '!) = Tr TT l e - 'l~ (Wt)ß~ (c.( j f.) 'tk (wi) (0.5)
- t.:1 l "~t ß~(Wtj#¡')
Taking the logarithm on both sides of (0.5). we obtain
I k , ~.1t VJ X (jj!! \ = - L '2 f IoJ.td 8¿ (Wlj Ii,,) + l~ (We )ßk (..,j t¡, )¥JWt ) J
_ 1Ft l R (0.6)
Taking the conditional expectation given Y:: ~
- -
for a pa rameter va 1 ue
fI ( ~), we ob ta in
E r IflJ lr(1J !. )/y= ~j ~ (~l J c
~
= L ¿ r Iv:; ,l d Bk (vtj if, ) t fn (8¡tt.lj I' ) 'l/"2"'e)) J (0.7)
*=1 l
where 'f: '( ~ () ; s the (11, "') bloc k ma tri x of t (.. l( "Ì) . to be computed from
\f("')(Wt): E (l(fAl) ltwl )/H tl~): Y/~l)j t'VI) J (0.8)
Using Eq.(8) in (0.8) and following some straightforward matrix
manimpulations. we obtain (20.1). Since the (k¡ l) term of the double sum on
'the right side of (0.7) depends only on !¡, . then the joint maximization of
(0.7) with respect to the various 1, decoupl es into the k separate
optimizations as suggested by (20.2).
-23;;
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fi gure Ca pt ions
Fig. 1: Signal Processing Via the EM Algorithm.
Fig. 2: Conventional Beamforming.
Fi g. 3: Mul ti pl e Source Location Estimation Vi a the Proposed Al gori thm.
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Fig. 2: Conventional Beamforming.
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Fig. 3: Multiple Source Location Estimation Via the Proposed Algorithm.
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